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DIGITAL MEDIA AGENCY

DIGITOTAL
Immersed in brands, focused on strategy and
driven by results.

ABOUT

Digitotal is a full-service
Internet marketing and
web development company offering innovative
web marketing solutions
to mid to large size companies across the globe.
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SERVICES
WEB DEVELOPMENT
Digitotal is a reliable web development company, we design and develop high-grade
websites that provide a visually appealing and interactive web experience. Working with
the latest web technologies and tools, we build websites with high performance and
security. Our developers create diverse Web Development solutions from websites to
complex enterprise web applications.

MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT
Digitotal serves Startups, SMBs, and Enterprises. Our tailor-made native and cross-platform solutions boost their growth. We create competitive mobile apps for various industrial
domains.Our mobile app developers follow market trends to ideate, innovate, and create
mobile apps. This adds engagement and modernity to apps. Businesses achieve desired
user retention rates with these apps.

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT
Digitotal provides result-driven social media marketing services that help businesses to
enhance their brand awareness, engagement, and traffic. Our marketing professionals
employ their long-standing experience to develop effective social media marketing strategies that serve as the roadmap for achieving your business goals.
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PORTFOLIO

ALL THAT JARS

Our plan consisted of four phases: (1) Research and analysis; (2) strategy and
planning; (3) Implementation of our SMO (social media optimization) and content
development strategies; and (4) Measurement with post-optimization analysis

SUNAV GROUP

Our first step for the project was to build a strong relationship with those working
at SuNav Group. After that, we took a deep dive into the industry to determine
which elements would best fit the brand and provide the most benefits to their
users. We also made some suggestions for additional features the website could
support, such as having an online consultation form for users to fill in.
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SKILLS
HTML, DRUPAL,
R E A C T, A N G U L A R ,
WORDPRESS, WIX,
MAGENTO, .NET

ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR,
P H O T O S H O P, X D ,
ANIMATOR, PREMIER,
AFTER EFFETS

FACEBOOK,
INSTAGRAM,
FACEBOOK PIXEL
ETC

NATIVE IOS AND
ANDROID APPS

TESTIMONIALS

“BRILLIANT DESIGNS AND EXCELLENT
MANAGEMENT
WITH ON TIME DELIVERY OF PROJECTS 10/10!
- ZAIN MERCHANT,
ARTIST

Working with Digitotal is a smooth and hassle-free process. With their technical expertise,
not only do they help you arrive at the best
solutions for your business, they do so within
the given deadline. I highly recommend their
services.
- Nargis Miyajiwala, Founder of All That Jars
We have had the opportunity of utilising Digitotal’s web design services, and have been
pleased by the utmost professional approach of
the team and details to client’s specific requirements, have always met deadlines on time.
We wish them much success in the new
endeavour.
- Capt. Sandeep Saini, MSQ Manager at SuNav
Group Of Companies
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Call: +91 9930 450693
Email: enquiry@digitotal.in
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